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omal uses purpose and passion to equip
people to heal the wounds of their past. He
bravely offers up his own journey as a case
study of raw transparency and refreshing
honesty. As a full-time speaker and author,
Romal guides audiences through the process of identifying
and embracing their unique destiny.
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About roMAL

Committed to living the six-word mission statement that
defines his life— “I help hurting people find healing”—Romal’s
platform and cross-sector relationships have positioned him
as a global leader who guides individuals, organizations and
institutions to recover from setbacks and achieve success
by honoring the particularity of their unique stories. With an
infectious style that has impressed thousands both nationally
and international audiences, Romal moves people to action!
Through compassion, and systemic change, he creates and
environment that impacts the effectiveness of individuals,
leaders, executives, and their teams.
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Your Story Matters

Love Is an Inside
Job: Getting
Vulnerable with God
Faith in God plus therapy are
the combination that leads
to wholeness. Tune’s story
of his faith/therapy path to
authenticity with God will
empower you for your own
life journey.
Tune is the son of a drug-addicted single parent mother, who
herself, inherited deeply ingrained obstacles to self-love. He
found his way out of poverty via the military. He graduated
from Howard University and Duke School of Divinity. He was
a minister, a sought-after speaker, and social entrepreneur.
Outwardly, he was successful, an overcomer.
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God’s Graffiti: Inspiring Stories
for Teens

God’s Graffiti Devotional: From
Prayers to Purpose eBook

No one escapes the challenges of
childhood, but we can conquer them!

God’s Graffiti Devotional: From Prayers
to Purpose is filled with stories of
redemption. In all of our lives, there have

Romal Tune details how obstacles can
become opportunities through faith. In
GodÐs Graffiti, he will help you
P U R C H A S E

been moments that shape who we believed
we can become in the world.
P U R C H A S E

teStiMoNiALS

“romal pulls back the veil and
allows us to hear a Christian
leader’s truth about hurt, unmet
expectations, loneliness, loss and
weakness. this revelation is mind
shifting and long, long overdue.”

“this book is a beautiful
reminder from a man who
weaves his love for Jesus with
real talk about vulnerability in a
way that everyone can relate to
and learn from.

Bob Goff

Author of Love Does: Discover a Secretly
Incredible Life in an Ordinary World

Michelle Lang

Write/Creator of “The Art of Tough
Talks”experience and Campus Pastor @
Warner Pacific Univ.

“in a style that is raw and
revealing in its honesty, he
makes clear that achieving
vulnerability is a tough
challenge, but well worth the
potential rewards.

Nathan McCall

Author of Makes Me Wanna Holler: A
Young Black Man in America

“i love books that fully engage
you from the first page–with
deep humanity, dear honesty,
and yes vulnerability! books
like this. read and meet a
man on the real journey. it will
change the way you see life,
death, and perhaps even god”

Fr. Richard Rohr

O.F.M., author of Falling Upward and
Breathing Under Water
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